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Latest World News Videos. More Videos Residents in Italian town reflect on life one year under
pandemic February 22, marks one year of the first European lockdown in the Italian regions of
Lombardy and Padua. World News 15 Videos. Residents in Italian town reflect on life one year
under pandemic. Oil spill leads Israel to close beaches. CNN speaks with sister of slain
Myanmar protest victim. Here's what we know about England's reopening plans. What we know
about the killing of Italy's ambassador to the DRC. Rare access inside a hospital shows how
Iraq is handling Covid Footage shows debris from plane in Dutch town. This country still only
has 1 reported death from Covid Pro-democracy protesters in Myanmar met with violence.
Olympics chief row reveals a deeper problem in Japanese politics. Israeli opposition horrified
by Netanyahu deal with homophobic party. Beijing faces new abuse claims from Xinjiang.
Colombia granted legal status to 1M Venezuelans. UNHCR chief reacts. Biden mulls reopening
Havana embassy after Trump pulled staff. See mesmerizing night footage of Mount Etna
erupting. Latest international coronavirus videos Hear why this expert is optimistic about
vaccines' efficacy. CNN finds evidence China is advancing theory that the virus originated in a
lab in Maryland. Editor of medical journal explains how Russia's vaccine works. This 'critical'
component for Covid vaccines is in short supply. Coronavirus cases in this UK city are
'dramatically' decreasing. Canada's elderly are 'terrified' vaccines may not come soon enough.
Cubans face an impossible choice: Go hungry or risk virus. WHO Wuhan mission finds possible
signs of wider original outbreak in Covid vaccine rollout is a much-needed win for the UK.
Australian Open changes Covid policy, eliminating fans. US Politics of the Day Capitol officials
say riot was planned and involved white supremacists. What Trump's released tax records
mean for DA's criminal case. Biden leads nation in mourning , US Covid deaths. Honig: Public
won't see Trump's taxes unless this happens. Lara Trump: Donald Trump may run in and
beyond. Texas GOP rep. GOP governor reacts to his nephew leaving the Republican Party. Did
Pence feel betrayed after riot? His former chief of staff responds. Jill Biden is hitting the ground
running -- in all directions. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez visits Texas after winter storm. Georgia
GOP pushing new sweeping bill to restrict voting. Latest international sports videos Life after
seeing death: Romain Grosjean's journey back to racing. Iranian judoka Saeid Mollaei competes
in Israel. Erling Haaland: The making of Europe's next football superstar. Chloe Kim looks for
Olympics glory. Tom Brady throws Super Bowl trophy from one boat to another. Arsene
Wenger: Kylian Mbappe is the new Pele. Tennis legend's daughter joins her on the court.
Protesters storm Marseille training ground. Climbing Europe's tallest chimney. Best of CNN
Style Why does it matter what Kamala Harris wears? Youth poet laureate recites her stunning
poem at Biden inauguration. The story behind Italy's most visited cultural site. How the most
expensive clothes in the world get made. A look back at Princess Diana's life in fashion.
Remembering 'Hutch:' The Black cabaret star Britain forgot. How red lipstick became a symbol
of strength. The untold story of Dubai's first skyscraper. Remember when Marilyn Monroe's
white dress made movie history? SR Blackbird: Still the world's fastest plane. Last of the
samurai swordsmiths. Photographer reveals the hidden colors of suburban Istanbul. These viral
moments reshaped the fashion industry. NASA's X is still the world's fastest manned aircraft.
Beirut's architectural heritage: What the city stands to lose. Kim Kardashian West's style
evolution. Doing your laundry spills plastics into the ocean. Christo: 'I am an artist who is totally
irrational'. Can a hashtag help your mental health in isolation? Beauty is protest for young
North Korean women. Yinka Shonibare: 'Art should start conversation'. The story behind
Pac-Man and his ghosts. Preserving Macao's handmade signs in the digital age. Pride A history
of the rainbow flag. Remember when 'Twin Peaks' rewrote the TV rulebook? The buzz cut is
back -- here's how to get the look. Why music legends travel to this remote island. Meet the man
who invented the emoji. Remember when Madonna's cone bra made its debut? Christian
Louboutin: 'Every journey is different'. Remember when Cher's outfit stole the show at the
Oscars? A brief history of the red carpet. Why two women dancing is so rare. From Facebook
page to far-right fashion brand. Why is artist Yayoi Kusama obsessed with dots? How ballet
dancers train during a lockdown. This tool is changing the game for supermodels. Display
results as : Posts Topics. Advanced Search. You are not connected. Please login or register. Go
to page ', event. Message [Page 1 of 2 ]. Last edited by Ccanov on Wed Jan 13, pm; edited 3
times in total Reason for editing : Updating with more testing compression, valve clearance sme
parts replaced. Permissions in this forum: You cannot reply to topics in this forum. BMW K
bikes Bricks. Ccanov active member. Number of posts : The previous owner left the motorcycle
in the garage for three years, but he said that was working fine before thatâ€¦ who knows. I
decide to try, the price was good and always want to do something like this, so After a few days
checking, reading, and trying to make myself familiar with all the components, I decide that was
time to start with the funny part.. I keep reading all kind of trouble shooting posts to get
different ideas i did not try the transmission oil on the throttle body yet.. Nowâ€¦ I have been

following the Bertrand Vogel Crazy frog troubleshooting guide during the past weeks trying to
figure out what was going on. The starting point: motorcycle cranking but not start to keep idle.
The lights are on, when I click the starter light off so looks good. In the video I keep the starter
button depressed. What I have done: Replace fuel pump, fuel filter, fuel pressure regulator and
external fuel lines PO had these parts new, so I prefer to start with the new parts to remove
them from the equation Replace crank breather kind of z hose from the block? Replace the
rubber between the throttle body and the black box. All cleaned with a contact cleaner. More
than clean, I just want to double check that I have some kind of spray from then and were not
broken I have the spray when I activate the contact. Air flow meter: test the resistance with the
temp variation at home, and also the different pin combinations at the air flow meter contacts,
not the connector. The value changes if I move the vane. Pin , Pin , Pin , Pin Coils: for both coils
I get the same values: 2. Compression test: psi. Measure valves clearance: all within spec. Hall
sensor, I had a new one, so I mount it just to discard that piece too. I was scary testing this part,
because looks like its easy to break, so I mount the new one. So far, and to keep it simple, i did
not mount back the airfilter box, so if i need to access some places its easier. I have the AFM
connected but without the box, i guess i do not need it to make it work, but just so you all have
the same info. I will mount it as soon as the motorcycle works and after a good clean. Unless
you guys told me that I need to improve the airflow or something like that. I assume is just for
the filter, but i may be wrong. After all this measurements and replacements, I remembered that
the owner told me that he move the airflow meter Allen screw 5mm , and also the throttle body
screw the one in the middle to adjust idle , so I am not sure what is the default position for the
screws, or is trial and error Thank you so much. Point-Seven-five Life time member. From the
cheap speakers on my laptop, your bike seems to be running okay. You say it won't start after
running for your video, is that correct? I would pull the spark plugs and look at them.
Sometimes when an engine sits for a long time the piston rings will stick in the grooves and you
will get low compression, and maybe a bunch of oil leakage past them into the combustion
chamber. As far as the low compression, that usually sorts itself after running for a while. You
can help it by adding some Marvel Mystery Oil to the fuel to lubricate the cylinder walls and help
loosen the rings. If the rings are letting oil past and into the cylinder, your spark plugs may be
fouled and not firing properly. The only way to tell if that is happening is to pull them out and
look at them. Since you say the previous owner may have messed with the AFM air bypass, it
might be worthwhile to reset it to the factory setting. If the plugs are fouled, clean them and try
again. If you have access to the flapper in the AFM, you might want to open it a little and shoot a
little starting fluid in there to see if it helps start the engine. And also try to set the screws with
the help of the starter spray, I think that I have a bottle. At least looks like the icu an le-jetronic
are ok. Also, I forgot to mention in the first post that when it was idling, if I touch the throttle to
rev it, the engine stop. Here are 2 pictures of the spark plug 1 1 to 3 look the same, so just one
picture Here are 2 pictures of the spark plug 4 looks darker to me I will try tomorrow to get the
Marvel Mystery Oil. Have you done a compression test? A compression tester isn't expensive.
You might be able to rent one at one of the auto parts stores. Remove all the spark plugs, and
spin the starter for compression strokes on each cylinder while holding the throttle wide open.
Check the reading. Normal is somewhere between and psi. Laitch Life time member. Ccanov
wrote:. I guess that I am missing something, but I was ready to do the compression test 4 spark
plugs out, not connected to the wire and I cannot press the starter button. For some reason was
in 3th gear Test done, the battery died on the 4th one, the starter keeps trying with the ignition
off I get 90psi on first 3, on the 4th but I forgot to open the throttle, so I guess that I need to
repeat it to get the right number. Also the engine was cold because I cannot start it again. Not
sure if I will have time today to start measuring the valves clearance. The throttle bodies parts
scare me a little Laitch wrote: Ccanov wrote:. Last update, I did the compression test, this time
with the throttle fully open and all of them have the same reading: psi. My next question is Or
should be good? Ccanov wrote Ccanov wrote: Laitch I clean the grounds, but measuring from
ground to pin 13, reads 0. Not sure if there is something else or I should "re-clean or clean
better". At psi on all cylinders, the rings look to be in good shape. At this point I would say the
Marvel Mystery Oil is optional and probably won't improve anything. Make very sure the battery
is fully charged and cranking the engine without the voltage dropping too much. Low system
voltage can make the engine hard to fire. DadofHedgehog Silver member. Ccanov wrote: Test
done, Not sure if I will have time today to start measuring the valves clearance. I am the 3d
owner. Bought it in June with 6, miles on the odo. I am at least the 3d owner. DadofHedgehog
wrote: Ccanov wrote: Test done, Not sure if I will have time today to start measuring the valves
clearance. These bikes are a bit cold blooded at startup and they do like their choke. You can
ride away with it on and within a couple of blocks shut it off. Once it reaches a certain temp the
computers take over the mixture and you don't need the choke. The engine sounded exactly like

a cold engine without choke. I'm not aware of any reason to adjust the air flow meter, unless it
was causing the problem. The top of the airbox has to be connected to the intake. You can't
make any adjustments to throttle bodies etc until the engine is fully warmed up and the fan
cycles on and off. I would suggest that you get everything back to stock settings, change out
the fuel injectors either reconditioned or new or get yours professionally cleaned. No engine
likes to sit and as you ride it more it will run better and better. A cardinal rule of thumb when
you start troubleshooting, is only do one thing at a time, check if that doesn't cure the problem,
then leave that one alone and go onto the next one. When you make multiple changes you end
up getting lost. The KISS principle works well in these situations and a lot of the time it is
something minor, like a bad connection for example causing the problem. Do the simple stuff
first and move on to the more complex. Ccanov wrote: I try to adjust the screw because the
previous owner mess with them I try to set them to spec. I mean the 2 at the throttle body. I was
talking in plural because of the other screw in the AFM. Kr4mo active member. Number of posts
: 6. I'm surprised no one has suggested testing the fuel pressure going to the rail. Found a split
hose in the tank of a K recently. Hi, I noticed that you didn't mention checking ICU terminal
values. Just a heads up on the ICU checks, the terminal marking for the "female" connector are
actually male numbers. I snagged a copy a few years back and now have need of it since my
bike is not starting well at all. In the process of going through the diagnostics I found an error in
your "Electronic Ignition Module Test" diagram. The pin numbers shown are for the male
module terminals and not for the female plugs. I found this since I had no continuity at ground
and first thought I found the issue but further investigation lead me to pull the female plug
rubber boot back and found that wire in back of what you labeled as 8 is brown and the ground
connection of 1. Please see the attached. Best regards, Glenn" Attachments area. I was
yesterday with our colleague from the forum and check with the carbtune, all seems good there
but we notice that with the carbtuner plugged it was able to keep the idle so I am going to
replace the vacuum caps and tube. Easy test. I remember to test the ICU and looks good but I
did not take note of the results. I will do it again. I also test the injector out of the rail with an
external battery but I did not test them connected to the motorcycle so I think that is something
that I should look at just tu ensure that are spraying gas to the engine. Other than that all the
fuel lines, fuel pump, filter and fpr was changed so I will check again that all the hoses clamps
are tight. I will update the first post with the results and tests done so far so we have everything
in there. From the pin to the conector in the middle in the wiring harness I have continuity, but
after it joins the harness I lost track of it. So in the meantime that the rubbers arrive I will be
cleaning the connectors, the box above the throttle body and the throttle body itself once I read
how to disconnect the choke and charge the battery Thanks to all for your time reading and
answering this. I hope to get to get it fixed with your help and I am learning a lot with all this.
Quick update I need to check again how to do it because I did not want to put too much
pressure in there. But on YouTube move the crankshaft looks pretty easy. Remove the spark
plugs so there is no compression. It should take some effort to turn with the wrench-method but
not a lot. One more update with the last tests done. The intake was at 0. And it is. I did not
replace the one below the throttle body but I put some starter fluid in there and i do not notice
anything. So I guess they are ok. I think that it smells more now to gas than before while trying
to start it, not sure if that give you any idea. Same result. Next step Our colleague from
Arlington lend me 4 injectors and I will test with them. After that I guess that I will get back to
the trouble shooting guide and start checking again. I read a similar case and the issue was with
the spark plugs wire, what is the expected resistance for them? Ccanov wrote: I read a similar
case and the issue was with the spark plugs wire, what is the expected resistance for them? So,
today I went back to double check with the multimeter. I check the resistance in the spark plug
wires and all of them where 5. The other thing that I check was the LE-Jetronic conector female
just to double check that o get the readings from the AFM, and with the tank plug off, all the
values look the same than testing the AFM at home. But I found something or maybe not The
battery was Pin 12 ground to injectors I measure them with the pin 12 and 9 and get 4ohms I
guess that is ok because I have 4 injectors? Apart from that everything all the pins give the
expected value. Any idea on why u am getting the 8. When you are starting the bike, is the
gearbox in neutral or are you pulling in on the clutch? Poor contact on any or all of these points
in the circuit is giving you a 3. That includes the 9-pin AMP connector under the tank and the
connector to the clutch switch. Make sure there is good contact between pins. How about in
neutral? Play around and see if you get a different reading on Pin 4 of the ECU if you pull in the
clutch in gear rather than start in neutral. I've only read the last few posts, I'll try to get to more
later. Maybe check the Voltage drop across the battery while cranking. I have a deep respect for
Chris Harris, but I prefer the workshop manual with valve clearances. The clearance should not
be greater than the maximum clearance, I recon. Like daveyson indicated, the battery might be

faulty. It's already been discharged once during this exploration and if that has happened
several times since it has been installed, it might have damaged cells. Laitch wrote: Like
daveyson indicated, the battery might be faulty. Ccanov wrote: Any idea on why u am getting
the 8. I can buy another battery to check Laitch wrote: Ccanov wrote: Any idea on why u am
getting the 8. Ccanov wrote: I guess that 8. I guess that I should replace it but. I post and image
of one of the wires that goes to the icu under the tank female conector, I think is the one that
goes to the hall sensor connector, which is in bad shape. Can any one confirm if yours look like
that? Laitch wrote: Ccanov wrote: I guess that 8. Dai Life time member. DON'T touch! The
braiding is a screen; it connects to earth in the main loom and floats free down in the HES box.
It that's the plug off on? Just checked the original pic - it's where the wires go into the ICU
module. Yep - they ALL look like that! Ccanov wrote: What I do not understand is if I am loosing
power in the way, and who is taking it So based on the answers the 8. Do you have power to the
pin from the kill switch, with the ignition on? With the ICU unplugged you will have 0V at pin 2
because it's a power output. I think the image as well as the numbers need to be mirrored in the
above pic. Pin 10 from kill switch is a power input with ignition on. Pin 6 is a power input while
cranking from the start button. No power at 10 could explain why you lose power when
releasing the start button. Pin numbers are on the back of the plug. Well, 1, 8, 9 and 15 are
anyway! If I do not have 12v in the hall sensor connector at the wiring harness is the ignition
trigger assembly, Right? Then there's this. I test the hall sensor conector and get the 12v for the
red and 5. So I was confused about how can I get the volts there and not in the conector Then I
realized that the conector was connected to the icu, measure again the pin 2 and I get the So, to
check the pins for the ICU, the connector have to connected right? Laitch wrote: Then there's
this. You're right, the ignition trigger assembly is another term for hall sensors. I think its safer
to check for power at pin 10 with the ignition on and the ICU unplugged. Similar topics.
Kawasaki is exclusively associated with sports bikes. In fact, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.
Motorcycles are manufactured by the Kawasaki Motorcycle Corporation , which appeared in
after the takeover of Kawasaki by Meguro , a motorcycle company. Before this, the companies
simply collaborated. The unification allowed achieving new results in the market. The history of
Kawasaki began back in , when the Japanese businessman Shozo Kawasaki founded the
shipbuilding company Kawasaki Tsukiji Shipyard. Having extensive experience in sea travel,
Kawasaki was convinced that Europeans understand much more Japanese in ships. For this
reason, he decided to use the European principles of shipbuilding. In , the company was
renamed Kawasaki Dockyard Co. To date, Kawasaki Corporation includes many divisions both
in Japan itself and around the world. Adobe Acrobat Document 1. Kawasaki KX 65 Owner
Manual. Kawasaki KX 85 Owner Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Kawasaki W Owner
Manual. JPG Image Kawasaki Ninja Owner Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document Kawasaki EL
Owner Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 3. History of Kawasaki Motorcycles. The most diverse
products are produced - from motorcycles, to airplanes and ships. Increase the search radius
for more results. Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to choose from.
Get an alert with the newest ads for Motorcycles in Saskatchewan. All rights reserved.
Kilometers: Kilometers: Kilometers from. Kilometers to. Finance new cars only. Price: Price
from. Price to. Year from. Year to. More Filtering Options. Price -. For Sale By: Owner Dealer.
Engine Displacement cc : -. Kilometers: -. Year: -. Update Cancel. Use Distance Search to find
Ads based on where you are and how far you want to travel. Sign Up. Kijiji Alerts. Sort by
Posted: oldest first Posted: newest first Price: lowest first Price: highest first Kilometres: lowest
first Kilometres: highest first. Notify me when new ads are posted. For sale by: All. Your ad
deserves to be on top. Learn more about our Top Ad feature. Wanted: Yamaha ttr Please
contact. Me at or on Kijiji it has a brand new clutch cable and new Front tire and tube fresh oil
change minimal scratches Carb cleaned never been rebuilt and no leaks , km. Wanted: Trade
trapping supplies for a bike. Prince Albert. Great bike in very good shape. Low hours. Runs
strong. Trail ridden. Comes with top end rebuild and brand new plastics. Bike has new : Rear
tire Chain and sprockets Protaper bars Fork seals Also have size 10 mx boots Bike was always
well maintained. Only reason for selling is I have no time to ride. Tires good, new battery. Please
Contact. Harley Davidson wanted!! Bike has belt drive. Beautiful Bike in great condition. Ultra
fully loaded in like new condition; full 3 stag hop up with gear driven cams; rienhart pipes; 95
cubic inches and 94hp on the dyno. Too many extras to list. Mint original condition bike from an
estate. Ducati multistrada S Touring. For sale. Ducati multistrada s Touring. Traction control.
Termignoni titanium exhaust system. Heated grips and more. Centre stand. Top and side cases
included. Rain cover. New battery. New chain. Panier insert bags. Tires in good condition. Swift
Current. For Prices and Sizes please call or email your questions to sales regierhonda. CALL
Engine: There's no better way to build confidence than with a TT-R! Designed with new riders in
mind! Designed with new riders in mind, the TT-RLE features lightweight construction, electric

start and smooth, predictable power delivery. Riders of all skill levels will have a blast riding the
easy-to-use, easy-to-start and easy-to-maintain TT-R! The low seat height and smooth, torquey
power are perfect for beginners and more experienced riders alike. As a pioneer in motorcycle
development from as early as , Husqvarna Motorcycles has blossomed into one of the most
revered European motorcycle brands in modern times. Today, Husqvarna Motorcycles is a
brand that draws inspiration from a golden age of motorcycling culture, renowned for many
ground-breaking achievements and unique revolutionary steps that has changed motorcycling
forever. Our goal is to pick up where those days of legend left off. We intend Custom bobber.
Moose Jaw. Custom built harley softail bobber. Kraftech softail frame with mm rear wheel.
Springer front end with 21 inch front wheel. Like new Avon Cobra rubber front and back. Drag
bars, PM rear calliper, Biltwell seat, etc. Safetied and registered in Sask. Financing Available
OAC! A natural riding position offers solid riding comfort while the slipper clutch with assist
highlights The Bolt R-Spec's simple styling, compact layout, V-Twin power and natural riding
position combine to offer an incredibly fun riding experience. Approvals within minutes with
Ashley. Email, Come in or give us a call and let us prove it! We intend to uphold the Brand new
top and bottom end motor rebuilt by CMX certified technicians, have paperwork to prove. Fork
seals done in spring. A must see! Financing available Displacement: Keihin Digital Fuel
Injection Fuel One of the largest and oldest Powersports Stores on the Prairies. We also service
what we sell and sometimes what we don't in one of the highest rated shops in Canada. As for
accessories and riding apparel, we have all of that covered too. V-star custom. Brand new gio
bike. Used maybe 3 times. It's new. It's the newest model so approx kil an hour. Has charger and
basket. No dings or scrat
chevy shop manuals
skullcandy headphones wiring diagram
mercruiser service manuals
ches. New condition. Text me at or email: richterlon hotmail. Wanted: or newer YZ Must be in
good condition and well taken care of with low hours. I spend most of the summer with the
family at the lake. The wife and I are selling our bikes. Possible delivery contact me for more
details more pictures available. I have 2 kx 65 bikes for sale Boys have outgrown them Ran
good all last yr no troubles. Not interested in ridiculous trades or offers. Serious buyers only
thanks! This paint scheme was only available that one year and only on the numbered, limited
edition bikes. When I bought it, the bike only had 17, km. The bike now has just 24, trouble free
kms, accumulated on trips through Tennessee, Montana, North and South Dakota, and all over
the province. It has a 96 ci twin cam motor, six speed Harley style frame. Needs to be wired. Its
will cost you 8, It was, and will be a sweet ride. Needs risers, paint and brackets for the bags.
Mint CVO bike with very low kms 4, km. Recently Added:.

